Percussion
FUNdamentals
by Jeff Handel
Legato Strokes
• Strokes that use the bounce of the drum to your advantage
• Uses wrist with support from fingers
• Each stroke returns to the same height as the previous stroke
• Used in constant rhythmic patterns, with no accents
Practice Example #1: Eight-on-a-hand

This is not just an exercise to warm-up! It can be used to practice playing and listening
for consistent tone, playing with and watching for good grip, and looking for a consistent stick
height throughout. Practice at all dynamics and tempi, using a metronome or along with music.
Practice Example #2: Legato 16ths

The purpose of this exercise is to take the single hand exercise from before and apply it
to both hands, working on the muscle memory of both hands working together. This is another
great warm-up, and a great way to bridge the gap between single hand speed and single stroke
rolls. Again, practice at several tempos and at several different dynamics!

Marcato Strokes
• Strokes that do not return to the original height of the previous stroke
• Uses wrist, with extra control from fingers at ictus of stroke
• Used in any musical passage that contains accents or any grace-notes
Practice Example #3: Accent/Tap

This exercise is great to help to differentiate between the accented and non-accented
notes of an accent-tap pattern. When practicing, try and make all accents and all taps sound
the same throughout. In addition, focus on the constant 8th note pulse throughout the exercise.
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Applications: Legato Strokes
One of the most basic, yet useful, applications of the legato stroke is through 16th note
variations. Note the “natural” sticking throughout the exercise.
Practice Example #4: 15-Tap-Timing

Practice this by playing the check pattern, then each variation, starting slow and
repeating until mastery of each variation is accomplished. It is extremely important to play
these with a metronome, and focus on playing the proper stickings, especially when first
starting.
Applications: Marcato Strokes
Marcato strokes are used primarily in accent patterns and in flam passages. Any time
we need to follow a loud note with a soft note, this technique is used.
Practice Example #5: 15 Accent Patterns

More Exercises, Examples and my full Student Practice Guide can be downloaded for free at:
http://www.handelpercussion.com/Education.html
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